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There Are Reasons We Fear The Night. He's Not One Of Them.Bill Ryder was a dateless geek, but

then he met a girl to die for. So he did. Unfortunately for him, that was just the beginning of his

troubles. He awoke as a vampire, one of the legendary predators of the night. Sadly, fangs or not,

he was still at the bottom of the food chain.Now he finds himself surrounded by creatures stronger,

deadlier, and a lot cooler than he is ... and they all want to kick his teeth in.Bill isn't exactly average,

though. A vampire like him hasn't been seen in centuries. He's got a few tricks up his sleeve,

unlikely allies, and an attitude that makes him too damn obnoxious to quit.Join him in this hilarious

tale of immortal monsters and the unlikely hero who's not afraid to tell them off, even if it gets him

killed - permanently this time.----------Bill The Vampire is book one in the bestselling Tome of Bill

urban fantasy series, a foul-mouthed misadventure through the realm of the paranormal. If you're a

fan of Jim Butcher or Kevin Hearne then you're likely in for a bloody good time. Read the complete

series today!
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but he proves to be one helluva survivor. He is quick witted and has super nerd power backing him.



He is also very easy to relate with.Gualtieri has taken an over used topic and brought a unique twist

on it.

If you don't mind bad language and some questionable humor, this book is for you! I had some

serious laugh out loud moments and the story itself was entertaining and well thought out. Worth the

read. Uptight readers might want to read something else. Like the history of flowers or something.

Someone recommend this series to me and it didn't disappoint. Love the main character being a

smart-ass in the face of danger. Can't wait to read the next book.

I wasn't sure about this book at first. Was it dry, deadpan, sarcastic? Or was Bill just a plain and

simple jerk? I listened to it on audible and have to say that the narrator's delivery combined with the

dialog was a "score" for me. It is written from Bill's point of view, from his thoughts so it's written in a

very "guy" way of thinking. No overwrought emotion, no real angst beyond getting through that

moment. For me it was a good time with some humor and a "light read" despite the heavy subject

matter (because becoming the undead is a shock to the system, lol). It's a different approach than

I've read before and I enjoyed it.

This was fun. It is silly, but not silly and awful. There are some clever moments and I wasn't put off

by Bill's horndog spasms. I will read the next in the series because silly is good for what ails me at

the moment.

It was the best piece of vampire trash I have ever read. I loved the satire, the comedy. The stupidity

your main characterLands in. I intend to read everything you write if you keep this style. Fun

Don't go into this thinking you will feel noble or superior to all those jerks reading Twilight. This is a

wipe the grease off your hands and dive back in for another artery clogging eyeful. Definitely a fun,

non-nutritional read. But then, who among us voluntarily eats kale when Doritos as soooo plentiful?

Freaking awesome series!! Have found a new love here and a new favorite author!! Am sorry I

waited so long to start this series. I had been scoping the author out for a few months. You will not

be disappointed!!
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